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Breathe the same

The World Mother
Mary, the mother of Jesus, is holding the office within the
Planetary Hierarchy of World Mother (Mother of
everything). She is functioning in this position now. Even
as she held the vision of Christ within herself and
nurtured the child Jesus as that Christ, so now does she
hold the vision of a Christed humanity as the World
Mother. She gives birth to a new humanity as Mother of a
new race of Man. And she is anxious to have you join her,
to be aware of her plan in divine union with FatherMother God. She is responsible for that rhythm of the
Christed humanity within the Hierarchy.
Mary has access to the Mother Flame as no other. She
has access. She knows the route. The cosmic Flame is
through Mary, the original Flame of the Christ. She knows
your identity as no other. She holds the vision.

The cosmic emergence
The emergence of the Cosmic Christ is filling our whole
planet with light and love, reclaiming Itself in every
molecule and every atom. As It does this, It becomes the
light body, divine intelligence within the light body itself.
The body of the sun is the light, thus our body - returned
to the Christ center - must be light also. This field of
Energy is being introduced onto the planet at this time:
the Energy that is the Creative Power or the collective
passageway for the incoming Spirit or SUN.
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So, whenever you have a thought that is
not of the Spirit (your spiritual nature),
remember the Holy Breath, acknowledge
it, and then access it. The moment you
remember it, begin to breathe the one
Breath. It is the powerful circuit to
unification. It is the creative substance;
so that in this Breath all things are
made.
As you begin to feel yourself in harmony
with the Mother Flame, the Divine
Breath, your whole being will straighten
up. Your life will straighten up. Your
balance will straighten up. Whatever
you are doing, there will be a harmony
with all life. Just remember that Breath
and breathe with it. It doesn't even have
to be a real breathing. It is unification
with the Spirit Mind; it is
acknowledgment of that Breath as your
breath. The more you practice this, the
more you will realize that the Breath is
the manna, the living manna. I have
meat that ye know not of, the Master
Jesus tells us. The divine Breath of
union is complete nourishment. You
don't have to reach for this food and that
food for your body. You can eat by your

choice, but it is not the food that is going to feed the body. It is
the manna. It is the Holy Breath. And now as you begin to do
that, you are beginning to transfer your consciousness into
the light body, and the Holy Breath is the nourishment for that light
body! Transfer happens easily and gloriously. Oh, you can
enjoy your foods, yet the food has no power of its own. The
power radiates from the Holy Breath, the living manna. I feed
My Son.
Every moment and every second, realize that you are a
pulsating part of God's Breath. This is Be-ing. You are in the
rhythm of the Mother now, in position to receive.
As the new creation: the Solar Man
(or solar consciousness) emerges,
the Breath of the Mother entwines
itself with the human breathing
to release the mortal shell!
Source:

A new revelation.

The Mother Flame
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Restoration of Creation and
the Descent of the Mother

I

have the great pleasure to announce that the
Creative Daughter, Universe Mother, is now alive
in Her creation and She will move the hearts of
mankind to another way. (You may have been
aware of Her before, but now She is in Her place as
Creative Force and has dramatically taken charge.
All will be changed because of this.) I speak of the
AWAKENING of the Mother on planet Earth.
The Order of Mary, which has been preserved for
this time, has just been released as a creative
circuit through which the Mother of all creation will
vibrate as the love of God and the power behind
and within all creation. She is the governing force
and the LAW. Many who worship the Mother, as
God's Life within creation, will know and
understand what is happening.
With this announcement the wave to Solar
Woman begins. The force of this entrance not only
looses the dirt of the false creation, but declares
the Solar Intent as the Universe Law by which the
Force of Mary through Her Office now intervenes
as the Creative Power.
The Divine Complement of your Universe Creator,
who is known as Creator or Christ Michael, will be
introduced as the GOVERNING FORCE of the
planetary shift and Solar Degree. This command
has come through the Ancient of Days. The
Creator of this Universe has petitioned through
the Ancient Days that the Mother Life be released
as the ruling force field for planet Earth. There is
great excitement and quick response from the
Angelic Kingdom, as well as Ashrams of the
Ascended Masters.
No longer will wars be fought in the name of
power, greed and nationalism. All of that is
finished and done!
Rise up and greet the Holy Mother as She takes
charge and washes clean the hearts of humanity. I
decree this day (in the United States it is Mother's
Day) that the presence of God The Mother has
arrived in solar union with the Father-Son. Open
now to receive this Blessed and most Holy Mother
and begin your shift in consciousness to that
divine spark of greatness.
The Order of Mary is the extension of the Divine
Mother into the hearts of those who have received

Her. Those who will receive will be prepared to
enter the darkness and to emerge as an
altered creation vibrating the Solar Light of the
Mother Queen.
What a Day this is! And what an honor it is to
announce that the Mother flows through Her
creation and is in charge of all that is. May the
Blessed Mother come to you as your altered
consciousness and may you feel the energy of
Her presence as God the Supreme.
This announcement has been given by the
World Mother Office. It is finished, it is done.
Crystal
May 14, 2006

The World Mother
Headquarters
The World Mother Headquarters is the focal
point for the new government. This is because the
one known as Mary, World Mother, carries the
Christ image as the Creator Son. She opens
Intelligence to the Light of each human heart and
She greets Her Beloved Son through the human
heart. She is the one responsible for birthing a
new creation of man. This is the Christ Within,
the original creation, now emerging as the Second
Coming of Her Son, the Christ Self.
The program of this Center (World Mother Center
and University of Melchizedek) is an out-picturing
of Her headquarters. Thus, the Supreme energy of
the Christ Within and the original creation
Thought by God vibrates through the lesson
courses and spirit-filled seminars and classes. The
Vibration grows stronger as the divine Light is
increased on this planet.

Remember the Earth Mother, She says. Let the
cleansing of My Spirit cover the land and
bring new hope. The Solar Energy will
increase and take over this planet shortly,
much like a loving embrace. For the Earth
Mother is loved and revered for her dedication
and sacrifice. Now she will be rewarded and
given a new place in the galaxy of Sons. This is
a climactic time for all.
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The Queen Mother
A New Sphere of Intelligence
You are plummeting from one energy sphere to another.
It's as though you never were.
When you look to the Mother Breath and begin to breathe
from the place that is the natural wave of energy, the
Mother Breath will reclothe you and align you so that you
wear the body of light consciously. In this translated field
of energy you are the Solar Sun: activity of the Creator
acting out your universe laws and your creative substance.

There is no other but the Christ.
I AM the image and likeness of God.
I AM the response to the Spirit,
and I form my true self out of the Breath.
Being lighted is my choice and my dimension.
I AM One.

Letting God
As the current of the laws of the Trinity begin to
vibrate through our consciousness, we will
experience an enrichment of awareness as our
conscious reality. And the divine Personality of the
Father now indwells us as a part of our be-ing, living
and expressing wholistically and rhythmically. The
Father is now the Sun shining forth as God in
expression, as part of our being, as the Christ
identity, as the image and likeness. The Holy Breath
gives body to this Christ expression.

The laws of energy are written within you. You just have to
attain them. A law of energy tells us that the Mother Flame,
the Holy Breath or Holy Spirit, knows only the Sun of God,
the light of God awareness. That is all the person of the
Queen Mother knows. The Queen Mother regulates
energy. The Holy Breath has one Son. It is the Person of the
We are initiated into the single Breath of God and It,
Christ in you, the I AM presence vibrating as perfection.
This is so simply put now, so simply diagramed, that we
can't miss it. And if we will just put aside much of the
complicated and overly ritualistic recipes we have been
given towards completing our spiritual journey and take on
the Breath of the Mother, understanding will come rapidly.
We will know the truth of Be-ing.

in turn, releases Its own body of light as the Sun.
Father, Holy Spirit, Son: all in expression now in the
consciousness of Man. This is our universe energy
field or our universal energy field. All must be
functioning and relating side by side. And we want
this known.

Remember the Mother

The great law of energy

What we are asked to do now is to live and express in
consort with the Mother, Mother Flame, and nurture
Our planetary program is trinitized. It is a program of Triune and nourish the Christ within.
Being which is often understood as: Father, Son, Holy Breath.
This is the magnetic energy field to which you go now in Every time we get caught in the appearance, we are
conscious awareness. It is your next growth circuit.
not nurturing the Christ within. This business of
trying to correct ourselves and make ourselves
This Trinity - Father, Son, Holy Breath - is not something better does not assist Mother Mary, who holds this
standing outside of you. Nor does it look down at you from afar. World Mother Office which regulates the Mother
It is closer than breathing. Even before you breathe, it is Flame. When we look elsewhere than to the
there. The Trinity must be your conscious awareness. You are pulsating Christ within our hearts, we are not
all of these things and more.
assisting the Christ Mother (Mary) in her important
work: her hierarchal work in bringing forth the
Today, this time of great change, we are specifically concerned Christ of humanity. She asks you to keep your
with the Mother Spirit. It is Her life energy that is changing eye on that Christ center: the blueprint, that image
the dimension of this Earth. And so, we may say, of the Three, and likeness, that divine center, that is your self that
the dominant one at this time is the Mother Spirit. She is the God created as You. Live with that light!
feathered serpent leading all to the Light. When we realign with
Her as the Mother Flame, recognizing that there is only one As we expand our consciousness, we make a space
Breath - that is the dominant Breath of the system, the Holy for broader concepts and realities to return to us.
Breath to which all life is coordinated - and we agree to breathe
with the one Breath, we take on that Breath. We become it.
continued on page 5
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Initiation of the Flame into mankind
This Easter time you are going to see something absolutely
spectacular: the return of the Flame to Earth as the Mother
Flame. It is going to be actually planted, reseeded on the
planet. Within the Mother Flame is the presence of the
Divine Son, the Face of the Central Sun. It is the Christ
center of the universe that is being planted on Earth, reseeded
on Earth.
This Flame, this lady, is powerful and unrelenting and
impersonal. It couldn't be released until there were sufficient
lightworkers, sufficient light awareness here to merge with Her
in the deep, rich essense of Herself. These lightworkers will be
asked to assist in regulating the immense power that is coming
to this planet. It's a reseeding of the law (the Word).

Be not drawn into another's shadow. You are in
your own light, aligned with your own Voice.
Remember, much of the relationships - as
delightful as they may be - are karmic: good,
bad, indifferent, whatever. So that when we
stand in our own light, we will release ourselves
from the lower dimension of karmic law and we
will be free to move in the light. We will truly
leave our nets and follow the high self, the divine
course, our destiny.
To be caught in each other's dimensional
experience is not appropriate at this time for
those of us that are committed to the light. And
each one has his or her own path. We can't force
another to walk our path. Each has his/her own.
Respect that. Allow that to identify itself and
unfold.

The Mother's Breath: an exercise

Mother Mary, in the office of the World Mother, is directly
Acknowledge and accept the Christ identity
overseeing the Mother Flame. The mother of Jesus still carries
based within your heart. Release those old
the vision of the Christ. She was trained as an initiate and an
thoughts and go there. (Without that releasing,
adept to carry this vision. She never let it pass from her.
Mary was trained to breathe the Holy Spirit. Thus Jesus,
cradled in the Holy Breath, was born without sin. He was born
in the Breath. Mary now carries the Breath for you. What you
breathe in goes directly to her and she returns it to the Father.
You are Christed now in her. If only you could see this!
The balance is regulated. The World Mother regulates the
balance of the Earth through the Holy Breath. That is the
Cosmic Christ, the consciousness of the Sun as it is reborn as
cosmic energy.

The passing into the new
With this divine recipe of breathing with the Holy
Breath, the Mother Flame, and remembering that Christ
center within you as who you are - that's your
identification center - the old world will pass away. It
must dissolve, but with it go the old records of the
planet.

No karma

you cannot find Me, nor I you.) You were made
in the image and likeness of God. Go to that
place. Here I am.
Your son.
Here I am.
Your son. Then breathe with the Mother Spirit.
1
Accept Her life in you. And the Mother Spirit is
a generous provider. The Mother Spirit is
supply. When you hunger, I will feed you. And
the proof of the pudding, I am told, will come.
See yourself in the Christ center. Be clothed
with that Spirit. Let it be your energy. Let it be
your clothing of light. Take up your citizenship
in the new day.
The Mother Spirit, that divine and Holy Breath,
must obey the Child of God.2 She is the
nourisher and completes Herself through this
action. She will fulfill that body or
consciousness with everything it needs or
desires. She is the Provider of that Child's life.
She cannot refuse. This is Universe Law. The
Mother is intelligent Energy. She knows and
discerns the true Child.
If there is imbalance, She will bring balance,
restore harmony. She is the only provider of the
Child. It gives Me great pleasure to give you t h e
Kingdom. That is your birthright. And that is
the major step for humanity. Sananda needs
you there.

Go to the Holy Breath and go to the Christ. We're
accepting that Light that we are, that reality. I'll leave
you with a very short statement. In the male, female
relationship, each must stand in their own light. If we
get caught in each other's emotions, in each other's
karma, we're going to slow down our own path. Even 1
( This will tum the tables of the money-changers.)
block it. Stand in your own light. Breathe the Holy Spirit, the (2The infinite Child of the Universe.)
Holy Breath and experience the Christ dimension. Each must
be strong in their own light.
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with Earth's consciousness and is being
dedicated to Earth now. So we could say in
one sense, it is the return of the Eternal
It is the energy of the Mother Flame which will
Flame in the vibration of the Mother
transform man from the mortal life to the Spirit.
Presence. She will dominate the Earth now.

More about Mother Mary

Within the Hierarchy, Mary holds the position of
World Mother. That is her Seat in the Hierarchy. In
this position she focuses on the Christ within each
heart as the body of Christ, the Universe body.
This is enabling and directing the energy of what
we call the Creative Daughter, the Holy Spirit, to
pass through Mother Mary's heart. She, in turn,
will transmit the Mother Flame into the human
heart. We have a translation of energy through
Mother Mary, who is acting as chohan of the
Mother Ray. This Ray will transform creation
entirely. Can you not see why Jesus Sananda
chose Mary for this post and why the Universe
Creator, Michael, stands with her in this time?

Even as this is so, the Trinity is our law on
Earth. And that will become more and more
ingrained and more and more part of our
awareness as time goes on, because all the
laws of our planet now must serve that
Trinity of alignment.
And recall, the Trinity is also the Law within yourself.
You carry all three aspects of that Conscious
Awareness in balance within you. Now you are
becoming aware of this with your reseeding by the
Mother's Breath.

Behold the Mother
This contact with the Divine brings forth the solar
man, the solar consciousness, the new creation. This
is an entirely new program for Earth, modeled
after the Christ form which we have known as
Jesus. It's the emancipated “man”. (The word
“man” means humanity.)

More about the Hierarchy and the plan

We can say the Creative Daughter (Holy Spirit or
Universe Mother Spirit) - who is a powerful Mind
Energy or Mind Spirit, a powerful component of the
Creator - carries the blueprint that the Universe
Creator has imprinted in Her; a cosmic blueprint of
complete perfection that indwells the Creator.
The Universe Mother could not carry and transport
this divine blueprint unless She, Herself, too, agreed
with its absolute perfection. That polarity rhythm of
cooperation indwells every molecule and atom of
Their creation. So bear this in mind as you enter a new
system of relationships and governance.

There are many degrees of Hierarchy but perhaps
what is most familiar to most of us is our planetary
hierarchy, which we know as the Great White
Brotherhood or the Ascended Masters. A great
many of the Ascended Masters have lived and
served on the planet so they have a certain So the Queen Mother has that image and likeness
familiarity with the trials and sufferings of this within Herself. She carries it. And it is the position of
planet and the needs of humanity.
the World Mother through h e r conscious awareness
to direct that incredibly strong energy, spiritual
Again many of us are also familiar with the seven power, through herself; thus reseeding Earth with the
cosmic rays that influence our Earth. Each of new creation and restoring the Christ Seed in
these seven rays has a chohan. One who is humanity's heart. What a golden moment that is!
responsible for the distribution of that particular All of this, even as the master plan of the Planetary
ray of divine energy. The new Mother Ray is a Prince is in no way disturbed nor in any way
Cosmic Intelligence never released upon Earth in compromised. The environment has to be such, with
this manner. This Ray is known as the transforming the World Mother herself, that there is absolute
harmony and balance throughout her system and
Flame. And it is administered by Mother Mary.
awareness. Each member of the human family
becomes
her child, even as all creation is loved and
Through her meditation and perseverance, this
remembered.
Mother Flame, as it is now called, has been aligned
continued on page 7
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Mary, mother of Jesus, was appointed within the
Hierarchy
to the office of World Mother where she
The solar level
reseeded the Christ in man, in humans, by holding the
Each planet is different. Yet if we were to cross into other pattern of the Christ, the Cosmic Light, in her own
thresholds of higher solar regions, we would realize that the heart. And who is to say who came first, in a sense:
changes for Earth are but a peep show for what has been her assignment or the Universe Creator's bestowal as
Jesus?
planned and intended.

Last words
This is the first step. You see, mankind fell below the first step.
All we are doing is catching up! It is the first step for many,
many, many steps in expanding consciousness of God And it is being stressed over and over and over and
awareness and Supreme actualization.
over that you are very important. That the planet
depends on you. Whatever our puny activities and
The Seed of God, Itself, is realizing Itself in a deeper and wider concerns, they are as nothing compared to our Earth
awareness within our soul activity. Nothing is without. assignment!
Absolutely nothing. Every surrender and every depth of God
The Hierarchy and The World
realization that we experience within ourselves allows that
much more of God Spirit to enter us in Its awareness of Be-ing.
Mother Flame
The World Mother has carried and meditated upon this great
vision of the Christed humanity and the purified Earth. You
could say she has meditated for thousands of years on this
divine blueprint.

Each one of you is a designated point for energy
release for the Hierarchy. This you must know. You
have been called to serve the presence of The Son
and to distribute this vital energy to all places of
this Earth.

A master plan
Now it is time for humanity - they've taken quite a fall - to rise.
We know that when Jesus was born on Earth, he was born
through one called Mary who had undergone great training in
conscious awareness and focus, so that she could bring this
child of the light, this child of God, through in purity: without
sin, without separation. She was trained - so there was no lust in
her in the conception of the child.
Mary held the divine cosmic pattern for Christ Jesus all through
his life on this planet. She might have slipped a couple of times,
as any mother would, and wished maybe that he'd do something
more than what he was doing. But nevertheless, she had been
taught that he was the son of God and that he would wear the
cosmic crown of Christ.
Mary had endured hardship herself in the rigorous teachings of
the true light. She was taught by the Essenes, and she was
initiated in the holy temples of Egypt. She knew the way.
She always remained true to the cosmic vision of the Christ
through Jesus. This she did not forget. She would not. Even at
the crucifixion, she held fast to the vision. When she ascended and she went through ascension just as Jesus did - She became
the model for all mothers all over the Earth. And this model,
this pattern perseveres even today. She is woman. She is the
queen of women.

A global reach is being attempted to bring all parts of
the whole into radiation of the Son of God, manifest
promise. And in this hour the call has been given to
rise up My Suns of God and release this vital energy I
AM! As you are called, light the Earth.
Let the call go out to My brothers and sisters all over
this Earth, and let each and every ear be tuned to this
call and respond. Behold the light of the Sun of God
as it becomes manifest on planet Earth, and release
any negativity that may come into your awareness
right now. For we are counting on you to respond to
the Great Sun-light, and to release this light as
consciousness divine to men and women alike and to
all creatures on this Earth. Delighted to work with
you. I am Ashtar and I reascend with you in this
welcome consciousness of the Christ in you. May
you all be blessed in the person of the Son, Jesus,
whom you now know as Sananda, the Earth's
saviour.
Let us now meditate once again upon the Great Sun
within our heart, and lo this Sun grows brighter.
Accept it within you and release it unconditionally as
I AM. The power of God works with you now in all
ways.
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This now brings out a new era or dimension of
Service. Walk with care upon this earth. Lust no
more. Receive the glorious benediction of the Holy
Mother and become a Light yourself. This will
(Note: Ann Carpenter, who was present at the Ceremony
please Her and the Father in the Son.
and who is a Melchizedek Seer, reported that I, Crystal,
was holding a large book in my hands—The Book of Ra—as
With this Voice of Truth you will remake this earth
I broadcasted the Mother Flame and Her release through
and you will speak in Christ Light and the Fountain
the World Mother Sanctuary Vortex of the Breath.)
will run; and we will see great creations appear and
the Solar Son.
This is a broadcast from the Glorieta, New Mexico station
from the holy spheres of the Creative Power and the
This Announcement has gone forth to all the Units
Divine Mother.
of the Holy Spheres of the New Creation. Speak
only the Word. In this Word the full supply of the
This is Crystal speaking in the Vibration of Christ I AM
Divine Mother will cause manifestation and Truth
That I AM, bringing forth the Mother Flame this day under
to appear in the Name of Jesus, Our Lord, The
the auspices of the Christ and the Great White
Christ.
Brotherhood. I open the Vortex here to the Flame of the
Mother that She may supply this area with Her blessed
SEAL OF MELCHIZEDEK!
Voice and Her Creative Power that instantly—I say
Let the Dance begin!
instantly—will manifest as I speak. For now we are in a
10:00 a.m. January 11, 2008
corridor of the Creative Power, the Central Flame of the
Solar Union of Man and God. And that which is ordained
Ancient Egypt and the Rising of the
to be is now in fluid action. As the Mother speaks, it is done.
Mother Flame
Now that the Flame has been released and the magnificent
The
Temple
of the Divine Mother
corridor of the Creative Power has become active—no
longer dormant, waiting—but I say ACTIVE in the
You must embody this Flame to become the
vibratory accord of the Solar Union of the Melchizedek
actualization of Creative Power. No one enters this
Order and the Divine Mother Flame: this is the time of
Power without subduing the ego. When you are
action. It is the time of Melchizedek order—I say,
asked to step in and fulfill your destiny as a creator
ORDER—and we will walk as gods upon this earth! And very
and out picturing of the Goddess Flame on earth,
gently we will walk and honor the Flame of the Divine
your base chakras cannot carry any desire of the
Mother.
past, sensual pleasures or lower "man." You must
be
cleared of all this and you must not eat of the
Every moment is sacred, not one moment can be lost. We
are in a position here that will change the earth, but we flesh of any animal brother-sister or any of the sea
must walk with care in this ministry. We must say the creatures. You must be free of anxiety and live for
words that are given and offered—no other. We must see the unity of all life in the One. Then the Mother
that only the ones who are prepared can enter this Vortex Flame will accept you into Herself and release to
you the Creative Power or DAUGHTER as the
or much harm can be done if we misuse this energy.
manifestation power, the Word made flesh.

The Release of the Mother Flame
The Book of Ra

Be at peace, My people. Take this work seriously. You are
not divided. You are one. Send light all over the Earth and Do not attempt this Initiation or force it in any way.
When it is time for you to step into this Christ Force
become as I AM: the Voice in the rhythm of God.
Field of sheer Power, you will be able to do so and to
THIS IS A VORTEX THAT HAS BEEN OPENED TO THE MOTHER translate Power into Christ Love for all nations and
FLAME AS SHE IS BURSTING FORTH TO BE USED, TO BE all peoples. Harmless must be your quest and in this
FORMED OF THE GLORIOUS WILL OF OUR CREATOR SON way, you can enter Her and fulfill your destiny as a
CHRIST MICHAEL AND ALL THOSE WHO APPEAR WITH HIM IN god.
THE INTELLIGENCE OF I AM.

Crystal
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The Order of Mary
December 13, 2007, 8 p.m.

greater part. And always we stand in the wings to serve
where there is prayer, where there is meditation, where
there is healing.

The Order of Mary is about to emerge. This is the
Order of the Constant Flame. We are proud to
announce that the Blessed Mother is overseeing this
Order Herself and is coming forth to bless this Order
in Her name.

Gratitude goes out to this Center in holding the World
Mother Energy. Her Spirit is alive here, and we of the
angelic realm feel it. This is a place where we can rest as
well as serve. The Order of Mary will be serving your
Earth and bringing harmony and peace from the
The World Mother Conference will soon be Golden Child of Light.
announced. It will be sponsored by the Order of Mary.
And this will bring many together from ancient lands, In peace we serve and in harmony together, God bless
together at last as the Daughters of God to administer you all who are listening tonight and who will read of
to the people, the forgotten and suffering and to those this message.
who have called out for help in these days of need.
Note: The Order of Mary is an Order in the etheric
We, the Order of Mary, work closely in the realm of spiritual realms. Serving together the angelic kingdom
the angels, and we serve all prayers and know that and the Daughters of God, the Order administers
they are answered before they are spoken. The Order Mary's Essence. It is a healing Order and is being
is being released to Earth service by the Holy Mother brought to Earth to assist those serving in earth bodies
in the highest energy possible. You are in the Christ- during this planetary shift and translation of form. You
Mass period of the celebration of God within. This may call on this Order at any time for assistance as you
celebration continues through the New Year in the serve in the Light.
angelic kingdom. Perhaps you may hear us Crystal
sometimes singing in the joy of Being. We are so
happy to be with you tonight.
The Holy Mother is the Comforter. Did you know
this? She brings to this Order, the Order of Mary, the
balm of the Comforter, the Mother Spirit who cares for
Her young. Listen now to the program that we bring
to you as this Order emerges and serves the incoming
Christ Light and the Solar Realm.
We will serve the new Schools of Melchizedek. They
bring the LAW to Earth and the governance of the
Father-Mother God.
We will encourage the new schooling for the Light
children of this New Age. If you are involved in one of
these new schools for the children, you have but to ask
and your needs will be heard and fulfilled. We are
most anxious to see these schools appear and the
children of the Light be given what they need as they
grow in glorious light.

World Mother Scripts Vol. 3: 28
If you concentrate on the Mother and Her
offspring the Christ within the heart, many
obstacles can now be overcome. Man and
woman alike need to focus attention on the
Divine Mother. This initiates the change so
critically needed for the rising of the Earth
and the celebration of humanity.
August 25, 2008
The World Mother Scripts are inspired by the
love and devotion of the Mother of Christ who
watches over us all as we become the Light of
the World, the Salt of the Earth, the presence of
our own Divinity.

We will encourage Light communities and we will
help them in all ways that we can, so that the cities of
Light can be restored to the Earth and prepared for the
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Return of the Mother
The Power Behind the Throne.
The world is coming to an end as we have known it. The Mother returns and this will cause
upheavals in many parts of the globe. Let me explain why.
How the Mother Spirit Affects Our
Consciousness of Abundance

Most parts of this Earth are influenced by male energy,
with the female energy sublimated or even forbidden to
express. The separation and imbalance of poles is too
often expressed through governments, education,
religion, economics and relationships. Yes, even the way
we view science and the cosmic laws of abundance has
been strongly influenced by the male authority and the
"fall of man." However, as we shift dimensions into the
Solar World of Christ Energy, the Great Mother appears
as the Law of the Universe and the Spirit of Incoming
Light. Society, based on the male dominated orientation
of law, will fail and fall. Let us now consider the meaning
of "Mother."

The Law of Abundance and Right Use
of Spirit

As the veil of the subconscious mind lifts and you can
see through to Truth, to what is real (heaven on earth), the
dis-ease of mind separated from God or LIGHT
disappears. Where mind was concerned with matter, it is
now focused upon Spirit, and the golden glow of Divine
Presence shines forth into all creation. I AM the way, the
truth and the life.
And we see the Mother…Her presence overwhelms us, at
first. She is so bright, so cheerful. She is Grace personified
and Love enduring. She is the promise of a New Age.
What does the perfection of Motherhood mean to us? The
One Who gives birth, Who images our perfection, Who
creates from within Herself who we are, Who feeds and
clothes us and sends us off to :school, Who forever calls us
Her "son" or Her "daughter," Who believes in us—our
dreams and quest for life.
Now, as we open the door of the Solar Realm, the Mother
is the PROVIDER, She is the God-centered Divine Energy
or SPIRIT Who carries to us the ultimate of our dreams
and God's intent.

The Mother is coded Intelligence of which the
Mystery Schools speak in hushed tones to their
chelas. She is the golden blanket overlaying all life.
And now you will know Her. She will unseat the
false lords. She will guide and carry you through
the channel passage to your Christ Light and the
full identity change you must go through. The
Mother births the Christ in you, She vibrates It, She
nourishes It, and She finally oversees your identity
change (new Name) as you awaken into that Christ
Son/Sun.
With the entrance of the Mother Spirit, the laws of
abundance and the ways to achieve abundance in
your life will not be the same. In fact, many of the
concepts and techniques—metaphysical and
spiritual—that you have memorized will no longer
be valid. Many of those self-growth books will be
discarded because you will be in a different
dimensional frequency under the Christ Presence
and the Law of the Mother Spirit.
Here are a few words that will act as key codes to
the Abundant World of the Divine Mother on
earth:
Let
Receive
Thank you
Gratitude
Faith
The Kingdom of God
Solar Consciousness
Each of these words or phrases carries and
transmits a deeper and higher meaning of Life in
God. You will see through the trappings of the
words into the realm of Consciousness that is My
heaven on earth, the land of creative power and
divine love.

continued on page 11
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workers and to our Creator-Mother-Father God, opens
our hearts to receiving the Christ Vibration or
indwelling Son/Sun, the One Who has inherited the
Keys of the Kingdom
Kingdom of God. When your heart is open and
Let
welcoming the Spirit with gratitude and thankfulness,
Let the abundance I AM flow through your
the Creative Power can flow and express abundantly.
consciousness into expression. Rest in the Kingdom of
God Consciousness and let the Mother Spirit objectify
that which is needed in the moment or NOW. Your Faith
every desire in the Solar Realm is released and Faith is your abundance waiting to be realized. To live
expressed into being by the Divine Mother Energy. in faith means that you know you are a child of God,
You are going to be releasing your needs and fulfilled one who is supplied in the moment of need. Faith
visions and goals from within out into expression. c o m e s t o a l l w h o l o v e G o d . F a i t h i s y o u r
Nothing is attained by getting, only by letting. This is communication with God. The Mother Spirit takes this
the Divine Feminine turn of the wheel. You have a faith as divine substance and forms of it that which is
dream, a spiritual goal? Let it manifest. You will needed. Living faith is your supply. When one is
actually begin to feel the Mother Spirit in Her act of stripped of everything tangible (the "trials of Job"), it is
moving your thought into manifestation and to build faith in the one Source of supply. God and you
embodiment. Soon, you will become consciously are one through faith.
aware of your alignment with the Mother fulfilling
God's intent and plan.
The Kingdom of God

Receive

The Mother Spirit is the Kingdom of God. She carries
with Her and embodies All That Is. And when we call
on Her, we are calling on all that is. The Consciousness
of the Kingdom is embodied by the Mother Who
carries Her Life Essence (Breath) to all creation. The
Mother is the connecting energy field for all life. We are
all alive in Her.

Open to receive the glorious gift of the Mother Spirit.
You do not have to command or decree wishes to be
fulfilled. I AM there already waiting to embody
through your conscious will. Are you willing to receive
the bountiful life that is your Solar Dimension? The
Sun radiates through you as rays of the Heart. Receive
the opulence of God. The Mother Spirit calls upon you Solar Consciousness
to be receptive to Her giving nature.
The Solar realm is the realm of the Divine Mother Who
births the Christ in every receptive heart. All is given to
Thank You
the beauteous Christ identity within your heart-soul.
God's World is already perfect. It is in His-Her And from this place of Christ within, let the Mother
perfection that we rest. Our cosmic journey is to this release to you all that you envision for a peaceful and
place of harmony, beauty and peace. Come enter the joyous world. Let…Open your awareness to receive. It
Mother Spirit now. She is prepared to receive you with is not in the getting but in the letting.
open arms and show you the wonder of the words, Now, come Home.
"thank you." Thank you brings opulence to your
doorstep. Open the door and receive the gift of divine
World Mother Scripts Vol. 3: 30
supply. You know, you see with your inner eye, the
fullness thereof. And in that moment of seeing your We are preparing for an enormous shift as the
treasures in heaven, you say with all the gratitude in Creative Power dominates the Earth. The Creative
your heart, Thank you, Father-Mother God. Your Power or Creative Daughter Spirit responds to the
expressed "thank you" vibrates the invisible into the Word of God and will not serve the lower centers of
humanity’s life. You must be very conscious now of
visible. "By your faith are you healed."
serving the Light and its purpose. Always listen to the
Light
within and agree with the wishes of the Creator
Gratitude
in heart and soul. (August 31, 2008)
Gratitude expressed to all living beings, to all invisible
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